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Tosser  does  i t

checks we had a fairly
reasonable backie and some
semblance of a hash ensued -
you know where you see
other people and you get to
look at a check circle for a
couple of seconds. The
country side was excellent
and little extras such as
approaching the back of a
sign that said “No Access -
Crown Estate” on the other
side added that frisant of
excitement (I should get out
more!).

With the mixture of land
swapping from dense
conifers to bits of open scrub
(am I there yet?) the sense
that it was a left hander led a
number to taking that turn too
soon, essuing the trail and
reducing their calorie
account, including the pub
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session, to net income.
Having left a bunch behind at
one check, then inexplicably
finding them well in front at
the next solution, tells it all;
well some of it.

Not long after that bit an
anorak grumbles that “this is
his last run out-trail in
reverse” well bugger me and I
thought it was all new stuff - I
think I’ll cut my wrists!

You may well notice that my
heart and soul is not in this
report, and it is not up to the
expected high standard as set
by “Rose” and others pressed
into service by his eminence
the FRB. Well I have not got
the list of “Write Uppers”
prepared yet, so I sort of
lumbered myself! No its not
lumbered it is an excellent
opportunity to have your

And it came to pass that T-K
Tosser did select a venue that
he did previously misuse and
abuse, and the directions to
said hostelry of the Windle
Brook persuasion were
slightly tricky to those that
know neither their right or
their left nor neither North (or
indeed South) - They know
who they are - they’ve been
told!

Well actually I had no
notion that we had been here
before - that particular brain
cell seems to have
disappeared, if indeed it
existed in the first place. After
a couple of straight throughie,
checking On-On sort of

artistic talents made available
to the great unwashed, so
sign up now for your bit of
immortality - some people read
this you know!

Back at the pub, after a
couple of wishful thinking
checks, we are back to semi-
alcoholic beer which isn’t
even worth chucking over
Gurney (yes I know its
difficult getting large plastic
bottles these days but I can
moan can’t I?). The said
Gibber is mumbling about
going across the road to a
scruffy, presumably therefore
good real beer pub, if the beer
in our pub turns out to be crap
- then drinks white wine for
the entire session wishfully
thinking that it really will do

something for the waistline!
Bonn B, complete with news

paper props, left us all
somewhat bemused (maybe
we should have listened a bit
harder? - nahh) and so I
cannot report on that either,
similarly I have no idea what

Golden Balls was on about,
AND he wouldn’t give me a
down down no matter how
much I tried. The circle
petered out into the now
customary milling about and
we resolved to the hostelry.
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Run 1570

Date 15-May 2005

Hare Tosser

Venue Bagshot

On On Windle Brook

Grand Master :
BonnBugle

(Jo Avey)
01483 723746 (h)

Joint Masters:
Velco+

(Eve Sullivan
 01737 858326 (h)

and
G and T

(Diana George)
 01372 373856 (h)

Religious Advisor :
Golden Balls

(Charles Bowman)
 01344 488365 (h)

Clutcher’s Mate :
Short An

(Angela Squires)
01372  458892 (h)

Hash Cash :
J. Arthur

(Arthur Thomas)
01483 224491 (h)

Trail Master :
Icepyck

(Gilbert Verspyck)
01483 202650 (h)

DapperHasherie:
SBJ

(Fran Ridout)
01483 416625 (h)

Joint-Secs :
Vidal

(Yvonne Clough)
01483 277174 (h)

Tequil’ over
(Richard Piercy)

01372-454907(h)
Email:

onsec@sh3onsec.org
Web:

www.sh3onsec.org                            

Amnesty
Bring out all those mugs and odds and
ends of hashery stuff (signs, hash-shit hel-
mets, down-down specials) that you have
inadvertantly clung on to and hand them
back!



Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey

KT23 4LF

sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org
www.sh3onsec.org
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1572 29-May Swish & 'Ardon Provo-
cateur

Headley Heath

1573 5-Jun FRB Fetcham

5-JUNE HAVANT BIKE RIDE, AT 10 AM!

1574 12-Jun Puffer & Bumble Holmbury
St.Mary

1575 19-Jun Dormouse TBA

1576 26-Jun Bob the Slob Blechingley

1577 3-Jul Bonn Bugle & Hans der
Schwanz

TBA

Run 1571

Date 22-May

Hare First-On/Low Profile

Venue Eartham Wood

On On The George, Eartham

SSA N.A. (take map off
Internet)

OS (197) 939 107Directions:

A man walks into a bar with a paper bag. He sits down
and places the bag on the counter. He reaches back
into the bag and pulls out a small piano, setting it on
the counter. The bartender walks up and asks what's in
the bag. The man reaches into the bag and pulls out a
little man, about one foot high and sets him on the
counter as well He reaches into the bag once again and
pulls out a tiny piano bench, which he places in front of
the piano. The little man sits down at the piano and
starts playing a beautiful piece by Mozart!
"Where on earth did you get that?" says the bartender.
The man responds by reaching into the paper bag.
This time he pulls out a magic lamp. He hands it to the
bartender & says: "Here Rub it.  So the bartender rubs
the lamp, and suddenly there's a gust of smoke and a
wise old genie is standing before him.
"I will grant you one wish. Just one wish; each person is
allowed only. " The bartender gets real excited. Without

A) From M25. A3 south to Milford turn off. Then A283 to
Petworth and continue south on A285 sp Chichester. Shortly
after Goodwood sign, turn left sp Eartham, carpark is after
1/2m on left. B) From BUTLINS. Leave town on the A29, turn
left onto A27 sp Chichester. After 1/2mile take first right sp
Eartham & Great Ballard School, into Brittens La. Continue
past the George pub for 0.7 m and turn right into Eartham
Wood Forestry Comm carpark.

hesitating he says, "I want a million bucks!"
A few moments later, a duck walks into the bar.
The duck is soon followed by another duck and
another, then another.
Pretty soon, the entire bar is filled with ducks and they
keep coming! The bartender turns to the man and says,
"Y'know, I think your genie's a little deaf. I asked for a
million bucks, not a million ducks."
"Tell me about it!!" says the man, "do you really think I
asked for a 12 inch pianist!

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Hare Raizor: sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org

FOR THOSE GOING TO BOGNOR (or who want to do the
run):
Run Pre-1571 21 May.  Venue:  Barnham Station
Hares:  Icepyck & Elle-T-Shirt
On On:  Butlins in Bognor
Directions:  By train from Bognor.  Train leaves 1:35 pm,
be there a few minutes beforehand
OS: (121) 958 043


